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The reaction between oxalic acid and acidified potassium permanganate solutions
can be used to study the effect of temperature on reaction rate.

Consolidation
Q1.
8 H2O2 (l)
1

10 CO2 (aq) +

1

.O2+(aq) +

8IBUDPMPVSDIBOHFXPVMEJOEJDBUFUIBUUIJTSFBDUJPOXBTDPNQMFUF  


+ 6 H+(aq) .O04-(aq)

a)
ćFSFMBUJWFSBUFGPSUIJTSFBDUJPOBU¡$XBTGPVOEUPCFTFD-1
"UXIBUUJNFXBTUIJTSFBDUJPODPNQMFUFBUUIJTUFNQFSBUVSF  

1

2 (aq)

b)



 $00)




(g)

Suggest why it is difficult to obtain an accurate reaction time at
MPXUFNQFSBUVSFTTVDIBT¡$ 





2 HBr

c)


Br2 (g)



+

Hydrogen gas can react with bromine gas to form hydrogen bromide gas.
H2 (g)
i)
Draw a diagram of the activated complex formed in this reaction.

Explain what is meant by the term ‘activated complex’.

1

1

One step in this reaction is the formation of an activated complex.
ii)

i)

How does temperature relate to the energy of the molecules?

8IBUPUIFSSFBTPOJTUIFSFGPSUIFJODSFBTFJOSFBDUJPOSBUFXJUI
increasing temperature?

1

1

Increasing the temperature of the reaction mixture increases the reaction
rate. One reason for this is that it increases the frequency of collisions
between the reactant molecules.

ii)

+

2 HCl (aq)

ZnCl2 (aq)

Experiment A used 10 cm3 of 2 moll-1 acid
and the volume of hydrogen gas produced was
SFDPSEFEBUTJOUFSWBMT8IFOUIFSFBDUJPO
stopped there was still plenty of zinc left.

Zn (s)

1

H2 (g)

How, precisely, would the initial rate of reaction have compared if
1 moll-1 acid had been used?

1

+

"[JODDVCFXBTSFBDUFEXJUIIZESPDIMPSJDBDJETPMVUJPOUPGPSN[JODDIMPSJEF
solution and hydrogen gas.

b)

a)

Q2.

Q3.



a)

Copy the graph shown and add a solid line labelled B to show the volume
of hydrogen collecting if 10 cm3 of 1 moll-1 acid had been used.

1

The graph shows the total volume of hydrogen
collected as the reaction progressed.

b)

"EEBOPUIFSTPMJEMJOF MBCFMMFEC, to show the reaction progress if an equal
mass of zinc powder had been used with 10 cm3 of 2 moll-1 acid.
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Introduction

Collision Theory
◉

The rate of a chemical reaction can be affected by catalysts, the
concentration and temperature of the reactants, and the size of
particle in the case of a solid. But why should this be?

2.1

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

This whole section is about understanding in more detail why catalysts, concentration,
temperature and particle size affect the rate of chemical reactions.

One clue is that most chemical reactions involve at least one reactant which is a gas, a liquid,
or in solution. In other words, they involve atoms, molecules, or ions that are moving and so are
able to collide with the other reactant. The idea of reactions taking place by the reactant particles
colliding with each other is called the ‘collision theory’ of reactions.

The first lesson topic looks at how the effects of concentration, particle size, and temperature
on the reaction rates can be explained in terms of collisions between reactant particles.

Concentration And Collisions

This activity looks at how collision theory can explain why the concentration of reactants
affects the rate of a chemical reaction.

Collision theory can be thought of as simply common sense. Firstly, for a reaction to occur
the particles of the two reactants have to make contact. In other words, they must collide.

Secondly, the reactant particles have to collide with enough force to break the existing bonds
in their particles. Gentle collisions just result in reactant particles bouncing apart unchanged.
Breaking bonds requires energy and that energy comes the force of the collision.

Collision theory states that substances can only react with each other if (i) their
particles collide with each other, (ii) the collisions have enough energy and (iii) they
collide with the correct collision geometry.

Thirdly, the reactant particles may also have to collide in such a way that specific parts of each
molecule come into contact. This is called the Collision Geometry.

W
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Note: The ion particles in
these diagrams are
not drawn to scale;
they are millions of
times too large
compared with the
beaker size.

Consider the reaction of hydrochloric acid with a piece of marble. Both of these compounds are
ionic so the reactant particles are actually ions in this case. The marble is solid, so its ions are fixed.
They are not moving about. The hydrochloric acid is a solution, so its ions are moving about in all
directions all the time. The acid ions are continually colliding with water molecules, the sides of the
beaker, and the piece of marble, but a chemical change only takes place when an acid ion collides
with a marble ion.
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t
*OXIJDIDBTFXJMMUIFSFCFNPSFDPMMJTJPOTQFSTFDPOEPGBDJEJPOT
with marble ions?

8IJDIEJBHSBNTIPXTBHSFBUFSDPODFOUSBUJPOPGBDJEJPOT

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

t

Think about the two diagrams on the previous page.

t

8IZXJMMUIJTMFBEUPBGBTUFSSBUFPGSFBDUJPO  $MVF8IBUIBTUP
happen before an acid ion can react with a marble ion?)

Particle Size And Collisions
This activity looks at how collision theory can explain why the particle size of a solid reactant
affects the rate of a chemical reaction.
In this situation the word particle is referring to lumps, grains, and fine dust (all of which are
made of millions of even tinier particles, i.e. atoms, molecules, or ions).
Consider again the reaction of hydrochloric acid with marble. In both diagrams the
concentration of acid ions is the same and the total mass of marble is also identical. The only
difference is the particle size (i.e. the size of the bits) of the marble.

t

t


t



8IZTIPVMEBHSFBUFSTVSGBDFBSFBMFBEUPNPSFDPMMJTJPOTQFSTFDPOE
(i.e. a greater frequency of collisions)?

ćFNBTTPGNBSCMFJTUIFTBNF CVUXIJDITBNQMFPGNBSCMFIBTUIF
greater area of surface exposed for reaction?

8IJDIEJBHSBNTIPXTNPSFNBSCMFJPOTJOTVSGBDFQPTJUJPOTPOUIF
NBSCMF  $MVF$PVOUUIFUPUBMTVSGBDFJPOTJOFBDIEJBHSBN

8IFSFNVTUDPMMJTJPOTUIBUJOWPMWFUIFTPMJEUBLFQMBDF 
$MVFT*OTJEFUIFQJFDFT "MMUISPVHIUIFTPMVUJPO 0OMZPOUIFTVSGBDF
PGUIFTPMJE 8IZ

Think about the two diagrams above.

t

8IZXJMMUIJTUIFOMFBEUPBGBTUFSSBUFPGSFBDUJPO
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Using graph paper, plot a graph of the relative rate against temperature.

2

C

a)

1

a)

8IBUFČFDUXJMMVTJOHQPXEFSFEQIPTQIPSVTIBWFPOUIFBDUJWBUJPO
energy for this reaction?

Explain this effect in terms of collision theory.

1

1

2 H2O(l)

+

I2 (aq)

Hydrogen peroxide reacts with iodide ions under acidic conditions to produce
water and iodine.

H2O2 (aq) + 2 I—(aq) + 2 H+(aq)

b)

a)

Describe how the relative rate is calculated from the reaction time.

Describe how the reaction can be timed.

8IBUTVCTUBODFDBOCFBEEFEUPUIFNJYUVSFUPBDUBTBOJOEJDBUPS  

"EEJOHBMJUUMFUIJPTVMQIBUFTPMVUJPOUPUIFSFBDUJPONJYUVSFEFMBZTUIFGPSNBUJPO
of the iodine. This system can be used to measure the effect on the reaction
rate of changing the concentration of iodide ions

c)

+

I2 (aq)

The following table gives information about two catalytic processes. Copy and
complete the table.

2 H2O(l)
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2

1

1

1

b)

"MVNQPGQIPTQIPSVTSFBDUTXJUIPYZHFONPMFDVMFTJOUIFBJSUPGPSN
phosphorus oxide. Powdered phosphorus of the same total mass reacts faster
than the lump.

Use your graph to calculate the temperature increase required to increase
the relative rate from 0.030 to 0.060 s-1.



b)

The relative rate of a chemical reaction was measured at different temperatures.

Consolidation
Q1.

Q2.

Q3.



Q4.

H2O2 (aq) + 2 I—(aq) + 2 H+(aq)
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Explain what is meant by poisoning the catalyst.
1

1

B

a)
Exhaust gases react when they pass through a solid network of the catalyst.
8IBUOBNFJTHJWFOUPUIJTUZQFPGDBUBMZTJT?

CO2 + 2NH3

b)

a)

Give another example of an enzyme-catalysed reaction.

"DJEDBOBMTPDBUBMZTFUIJTSFBDUJPOCVUMFTTFČFDUJWFMZ$PQZUIFEJBHSBN
and add a dotted line to show the progress when acid is the catalyst.

Calculate the activation energy for this reaction.

1

1

1

b)

a)

Explain why these two rates of reaction are different.

Calculate the value of the average rate of reaction for the time interval
between 80 and 100 minutes.

Calculate the average rate of reaction over the first 20 minutes.

1

1

1

2

The graph below shows the volume of carbon dioxide given off during the
reaction of calcium carbonate with 1 mo1 l -1 hydrochloric acid.

c)

The graph shows the potential energy diagram
for this reaction (per mole of urea).

NH2CONH2 + H2O

Urea is a substance found in human urine.
The enzyme urease catalyses the breakdown
of urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia.

b)


If a motorist mistakenly uses the old-style leaded petrol in a car that has a
catalytic converter then the catalyst will be ‘poisoned’ by the lead.

Consolidation
Q1.


Q2.

Q3.

c)

Suggest why the graph has levelled off at 140 minutes.
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d)
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This activity looks at how collision theory can explain why the temperature of the reactants
affects the rate of a chemical reaction.

Increasing the temperature causes the reactant particles to move faster. This means that they
collide more often and also that they collide with greater kinetic energy (movement energy).

Both of these effects will cause a faster reaction, but it is mainly the increase in kinetic energy
that makes a small increase in temperature have such a dramatic effect. Just an increase of
10 °C is often sufficient to double the rate of a reaction.

In the case of hydrochloric acid reacting with marble, an increase in temperature affects the acid
ions considerably since they are free to move about in the solution. The marble ions also vibrate
more in the solid but they are still unable to move around.

t


t

t

t


*OXIBUUXPXBZTEPFTBIJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFJODSFBTFUIFSFBDUJPOSBUF

8JMMUIJTMFBEUPBGBTUFSPSTMPXFSSBUFPGSFBDUJPO 8IZ
)JOU-PPLCBDLBUUIFTUBUFNFOUPGDPMMJTJPOUIFPSZJOBDUJWJUZ

*OXIJDIDBTFXJMMUIFFOFSHZPGDPMMJTJPOCFHSFBUFS 8IZ

8JMMUIJTMFBEUPBGBTUFSPSTMPXFSSBUFPGSFBDUJPO 8IZ

*OXIJDIDBTFXJMMUIFSFCFBHSFBUFSGSFRVFODZPGDPMMJTJPOT JFNPSF
DPMMJTJPOTQFSTFDPOE BUUIFTVSGBDFPGUIFNBSCMF 8IZ

Page 5

In both diagrams the concentration of acid ions is the same and the mass and particle size of the
marble is identical. The only significant difference is the speed at which the acid ions are moving.

t

8IZJTDPMMJTJPOHFPNFUSZOPUMJLFMZUPCFBGBDUPSJOUIJTQBSUJDVMBS
reaction?

Think about the two diagrams above.

t
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Check Test
Q1. The rate of a chemical reaction depends
A on both the frequency and energy of
the collisions between reactant particles.
B only on the speed of the colliding
reactant particles.
C only on the energy of the collisions
between reactant particles.
D only on the frequency of collisions
Q2. Increasing the concentration of a reactant
leads to a faster reaction rate because the
A particles move around less.
B energy of the collisions increases.
C particles travel faster.
D frequency of collisions increases.
Q3. Breaking up a single lump into smaller
pieces causes
A an increase in the energy of its surface
atoms.

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.1
Q5. Increasing the temperature of a reactant
causes its particles to
A move slower with higher kinetic energy.
B move faster with higher kinetic energy.
C move slower with lower kinetic energy.
D move faster with lower kinetic energy.
Q6. How is the effect of increased temperature
on reaction rate best explained?
A Only the frequency of collisions
between reactant particles is increased.
B Only the speed of the colliding
reactant particles is increased.
C Only the energy of collisions
between reactant particles is increased.
D Both the frequency and the energy of
collisions between reactant particles are
increased.

A Increasing the temperature of the
solution

Q7. 8IJDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHXJMMJODSFBTFUIF
energy of collisions in the reaction between
a solid and a solution?

C a decrease in the energy of its surface
atoms.

B Using a solution of greater concentration

B an increase in its surface area.

D a decrease in its surface area.

D Using larger pieces of solid totalling the
same mass

A Increasing the temperature of the
solution

Q8. 8IJDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHXJMMnot increase
the frequency of collisions in the reaction
between a solid and a solution?

C Crushing the solid into a fine powder.

Q4. Compared with a single lump, an equal
mass of a powdered solid reacts faster
because
A a powder has more kinetic energy.
B the energy of collisions is greater.
C more collisions per second are possible.
D a powder acts as a catalyst.

B Using a solution of greater concentration
C Crushing the solid into a fine powder.

Page 6

D Using larger pieces of solid totalling the
same mass
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Consolidation


.H(s) +

2 H+(aq)



.H2+(aq)

+

A

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

H2(g)

a)

"EEBEPUUFEMJOFUPUIFHSBQIUPTIPXUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGLJOFUJDFOFSHJFT
if the temperature is increased by about 10 °C.

.BLFBTLFUDIPGUIJTHSBQIBOETIBEFUIFBSFBPOJUUIBUXPVMESFQSFTFOU
unsuccessful collisions (i.e. collisions that would not result in reaction).

1

1

1

b)

1

a)

8IBUUFSNEFTDSJCFTUIFQSPDFTTPGNBLJOHBDBUBMZTUDMFBOBHBJO 

Describe how the carbon is removed from the catalyst.



One of the processes used to manufacture petrol is the catalytic cracking of the
heavy fractions obtained from crude oil. During this process the catalyst
becomes coated in carbon which reduces the efficiency of the catalyst.
b)

+

Na2S2O3(aq)

2 NaCl

+

S(s) + SO2(g) + H2 O(l)

The reaction between hydrochloric acid and sodium thiosulphate produces a
cloudy precipitate of sulfur.
2 HCl(aq)

The time taken for this precipitate to obscure a cross on a piece of paper beneath
the beaker can be used to investigate the relationship between concentration
and rate of reaction.

Calculate the relative rate for each result (including the correct unit).

2

2

1

Use graph paper to plot a graph of relative rate against concentration.

"TUVEFOUDBSSJFEPVUUIJTJOWFTUJHBUJPOBOEPCUBJOFEUIFGPMMPXJOHSFTVMUT

1

Explain in terms of the distribution graph how a catalyst increases the rate
of the reaction



c)

The graph shows the distribution
of collisions with particular
kinetic energies. Ea represents
the activation energy for the
reaction

The rate of a chemical reaction
between two types of molecule
depends on the kinetic energies
of their collisions.

Explain in terms of collision theory why increasing the concentration of the acid
ions speeds up the chemical reaction.



Q1.  .BHOFTJVNSFBDUTXJUIBOZBDJEBDDPSEJOHUPUIFGPMMPXJOHFRVBUJPO


Q2.

Q3.

Q4.



a)

Page 39

b)
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1

2.7

a)
8IJDIPG" # $PS%JOEJDBUFTNPMFDVMFTXJUIUIF
highest kinetic energy?

a)
8IJDIMJOFSFQSFTFOUTUIFGBTUFSSFBDUJPO $1 or C2?

2

1

1

b)
a

Describe what the shaded area represents.

b)

Sketch a similar graph to show the energy distribution at
temperature, T 1, and use a dotted line to show the energy
distribution at a slightly higher temperature, T2.
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(10)

2

c)

Changing experimental
conditions can change
the energy distribution
graph. This graph shows
the effect of changing
the concentration of a
reactant.

c)

1



8IZEPFTBDPMMJTJPOCFUXFFOUXPNPMFDVMFTXJUIBDPNCJOFE
kinetic energy value to the left of E not result in a reaction?

Distribution graphs
can be drawn to aid
the understanding
of reaction rates.

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.



2



Total

Explain, by referring to your graph, why a moderate
increase in temperature can have a dramatic effect on the
reaction rate.



-JHIUDBOBMTPJODSFBTFUIFSBUFPGTPNFSFBDUJPOT FHQIPUPTZOUIFTJT


Q3.



8IZDBOUIJTIBQQFO 
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Home Practice
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UIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPGUIFBDJEJTDIBOHFEUP. JFNPMl-l)?

the temperature of the acid is changed to 40 °C?

1

1

2.1

a)

a)

ii)

i)

Explain why this changes the rate of reaction.

8IBUFČFDUXJMMBOJODSFBTFJOUFNQFSBUVSFIBWFPOUIF
number of collisions per second?

In terms of collision theory, explain why an equal mass of
powdered zinc will react faster than a single piece.

1

1

1

1

In which tube will the reaction be faster?

1

1
b)

i)

Explain why this changes the rate of reaction.

8IBUFČFDUXJMMBOJODSFBTFJOUFNQFSBUVSFIBWFPOUIF
energy of collision of the reactant particles?

a)

1

Page 7

(10)

Explain your answer in terms of collision theory.

The diagram shows two
equal-sized pieces of
magnesium about to be
dropped into acids of
different concentration.

c)

ii)

The reaction of zinc with sulphuric acid can be explained
in terms of hydrogen ions reacting with zinc atoms.

b)

8IBUXJMMIBQQFOUPUIFSBUFPGSFBDUJPOJG

Q1.  "QJFDFPGDIBMLJTBEEFEUP.OJUSJD

BDJE JFNPMl-l BU¡$


Q2.

Q3.

Total

b)
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Catalysts At Work
◉
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2.2

"TZPVBMSFBEZLOPX UIFSBUFPGBSFBDUJPODBOCFJODSFBTFECZBDBUBMZTU$BUBMZTUTDBOTBWF
money and sometimes make some otherwise impossible reactions actually happen. How is
UIJTQPTTJCMF "OEIPXDBOBDBUBMZTUCFJOWPMWFEJOBSFBDUJPOBOEZFUSFNBJOVODIBOHFE
This lesson topic considers catalysts at work in different kinds of chemical reaction.

Catalytic Converters
.PEFSODBSFYIBVTUTZTUFNTBSFĕUUFEXJUIDBUBMZUJDDPOWFSUFSTUPHFUSJEPGQPMMVUJOHHBTFT
This activity looks at how the catalytic converter in a car exhaust system converts polluting
gases into non-polluting substances.
The converter has two sections. In the first section, platinum and rhodium act as catalysts.
They convert oxides of nitrogen (e.g. NO and NO2) into ordinary nitrogen and oxygen. In
UIFTFDPOETFDUJPO QMBUJOVNBOEQBMMBEJVNBSFVTFEBTUIFDBUBMZTUT"MPOHXJUIPYZHFO
from a small air intake, they convert poisonous carbon monoxide into the safer carbon dioxide.

The gas molecules collide with the catalyst and stick to its surface. This is called adsorption.
The reactant gas molecules form weak bonds with the catalyst atoms and this in turn weakens
the bonds within the reactant molecules making them more reactive toward each other.
8IFOUIFCPOEJOHIBTDIBOHFEUPUIPTFPGUIFQSPEVDU
molecules, the weak bonds with the catalyst break and
the product molecules depart. The surface of the catalyst
is then available to adsorb more reactant molecules and
repeat the process over and over again.
Catalytic converters can only be used in the exhaust systems of cars that run on unleaded petrol.
-FBEFEQFUSPMQSPEVDFTMFBEBUPNTJOUIFFYIBVTUBOEUIFTFTUJDLUPUIFTVSGBDFPGUIFDBUBMZTUBOE
so prevent the adsorption of the pollutant molecules. This reduces the surface activity of the catalyst
and may even render it completely useless. This effect is known as poisoning the catalyst.

CfE New Higher - Unit 1 - Topic 2

Self Check

Q1. The diagram shows a distribution graph.

The graph has this shape because molecules
at a particular temperature
A all have the same speed.
B differ in direction of movement.
C all have the same kinetic energy.
D differ in kinetic energy.

Q2. "DUJWBUJPOFOFSHZDBOCFEFĕOFEBTUIF

A average kinetic energy of its particles.

2.7

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

Questions 5 to 7 refer to the following
distribution diagrams

Q5. 8IJDIEJBHSBNTIPXTUIFFČFDUDBVTFECZ
increasing the temperature?

Page 37

C area under the distribution curve beyond
E a.
D total area under the distribution curve.

A area under the distribution curve before
E a.
B position of Ea on the distribution curve.

Q8. To increase the rate of a reaction, it is
necessary to increase the

Q7. 8IJDIEJBHSBNTIPXTUIFFČFDUDBVTFECZ
adding a catalyst?

A average kinetic energy of the molecules to Q6. 8IJDIEJBHSBNTIPXTUIFFČFDUDBVTFECZ
the left of Ea on a distribution graph.
increasing the concentration?

B the minimum kinetic energy of collision
for colliding molecules to react.

C average kinetic energy of the molecules to
the right of Ea on a distribution graph.

D the maximum kinetic energy of collision
for colliding molecules to react.
Q3. -JHIUDBOJODSFBTFUIFSBUFPGTPNF
reactions because the light energy
A is reflected by some molecules.
B is absorbed by some molecules.
C increases the activation energy.

D increases the concentration of the
molecules.

B number of particles in a substance.

Q4. The temperature of a substance is a measure
of the
8IBUQPMMVUBOUHBTFTBSFDBUBMZUJDDPOWFSUFSTEFTJHOFEUPSFNPWFGSPN
car exhausts?

Think about the use of catalysts in a car exhaust system.
t

8IBUOPOQPMMVUBOUHBTFTBSFUIFZDPOWFSUFEJOUP

D concentration of particles in a substance.

KHS June 2014 - Cheviot Learning Community - based on Challenge Chemistry © R.I.S.E

C highest kinetic energy of its particles.

t

8IBUNFUBMTBSFVTFEBTDBUBMZTUTJOUIFDPOWFSUFS
8IJDIGBNJMZPGNFUBMTEPUIFZCFMPOHUP
Page 8

t
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The total area under the graph also has to be same since the number of molecules is still the same.
This means that the height of the graph becomes lower as the spread to the right takes place. The
FYBNQMFTIPXTUIFFČFDUPGBOJODSFBTFPGKVTU¡$

t

t

t

8IZ UIFO EPFTBTNBMMJODSFBTFJOUFNQFSBUVSFDBVTFBMBSHFJODSFBTF
in the rate of reaction?

8IZEPFTBTNBMMTIJęDBVTFBMBSHFJODSFBTFJOUIFTIBEFEBSFB

8IZEPFTUIFIFJHIUPGUIFHSBQIOPUJODSFBTF

8IZEPFTBIJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFTQSFBEUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOUPUIFSJHIU

Think about the effect of increasing temperature.

t

Catalytic Effect

t

t

8IZEPFTBTNBMMTIJęDBVTFBMBSHFJODSFBTFJOUIFTIBEFEBSFB

)PXJTJUQPTTJCMFGPSUIFQPTJUJPOPG&a to shift?

8IZEPFTUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOHSBQIOPUDIBOHFJOFJUIFSTJ[FPSQPTJUJPO
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"DBUBMZTUIBTOPFČFDUBUBMMPOUIFTIBQFPSQPTJUJPOPGUIFFOFSHZEJTUSJCVUJPOHSBQI:FUBDBUBMZTU
can have a major effect on the reaction rate.
This activity explains the effect of a catalyst in terms of activation energy.
If the same concentration of molecules at the same temperature is used in an uncatalysed and
a catalysed reaction, then the energy distribution graphs will be identical in shape and size.
However, the activation energy is not the same. The catalysed reaction has a lower activation
energy. This means that a larger portion of the distribution lies to the right of the Ea (catalysed).

t

%PFTUIFDBUBMZUJDFČFDUNBLFNVDIEJČFSFODFUPUIFTIBEFEBSFB

Think about the energy distribution graphs shown for an uncatalysed and
a catalysed reaction.

t
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t

t

8IZNVTUDBSTXJUIDBUBMZUJDDPOWFSUFSTVTFVOMFBEFEQFUSPM

8IBUIBQQFOTPODFUIFQSPEVDUNPMFDVMFTIBWFEFQBSUFE

8IZBSFUIFBETPSCFENPMFDVMFTNVDINPSFSFBDUJWF

8IBUEPFTUIFQSPDFTTPGBETPSQUJPOJOWPMWF

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

t

)PXEPFTAQPJTPOJOHQSFWFOUBDBUBMZTUGSPNXPSLJOH

CfE New Higher - Unit 1 - Topic 2

t

Heterogeneous Catalysis

In the catalytic converter in the car exhaust system the reactants are in the gas state and the
DBUBMZTUTBSFJOUIFTPMJETUBUF8IFOUIFDBUBMZTUBOEUIFSFBDUBOUTBSFJOEJČFSFOUTUBUFTUIF
catalysis is referred to as heterogeneous catalysis.

In heterogeneous catalysis the catalyst is in a different state from the reactants.
( ‘hetero’ = different, ‘geneous’ = kinds)

This activity is about examples of heterogeneous catalysis.

W

The following experiment was probably used last year to show heterogeneous catalysis in action. It
involves the reaction of ammonia gas with oxygen gas using platinum as the catalyst.

The apparatus would be set up as shown

The platinum wire is heated until it just
glows red.

It is then held just above the concentrated
ammonia solution in the flask.

The wire is seen to glow even hotter and
eventually brown fumes may be seen.

t

t

8IZDPVMEUIJTCFEFTDSJCFEBTBOFYBNQMFPGIFUFSPHFOFPVTDBUBMZTJT

8IZDPVMEUIFSFBDUJPOCFEFTDSJCFEBTFYPUIFSNJD

)PXDBOZPVUFMMBSFBDUJPOJTUBLJOHQMBDF

Think about this reaction.

t

The above reaction is the basis of the Ostwald process for the industrial manufacture of nitric acid.
Other industrial processes commonly involve heterogeneous catalysis. The Haber process uses iron
as the catalyst in manufacturing ammonia from nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas.

The process of hydrogenation is carried out in the manufacture of margarine from vegetable oils
and hydrogen gas using nickel as the catalyst. In the Contact process for the manufacture of
sulphuric acid, sulfur dioxide is reacted with oxygen in the presence of vanadium pentoxide as the
catalyst.

Page 9

Poisoning of catalysts happens in industrial processes too. This can be caused by impurities in the
reactants or by pollutants in the products.
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For example, in the petrochemical industry large oil molecules are cracked to form smaller more
useful molecules such as ethene using aluminosilicate powder as the catalyst. However, the reaction
also produces carbon powder (soot) which coats the catalyst. So the catalyst powder is
continually removed to have the soot burned off and then returned for
further use. This renewing of the catalyst after poisoning is known as
regeneration.

Homogeneous Catalysis
Quite often, catalysts will be in the same state as the reactant molecules. This type of catalysis is
known as homogeneous catalysis.

In homogeneous catalysis the catalyst is in the same state from the reactants.
( ‘homo’ = same ‘geneous’ = kinds)

This activity looks at examples of catalysis when the reactants and the catalyst are all in the
same state, usually that of solution.

W

green Co3+

t

t

8IBUFWJEFODFXBTUIFSFUIBUUIFDBUBMZTUUPPLQBSUJOUIFSFBDUJPO

8IZDPVMEUIFDBUBMZTJTJOUIJTDBTFCFEFTDSJCFEBTIPNPHFOFPVT

)PXDPVMEZPVUFMMUIBUUIFSFBDUJPOXBTTQFFEFEVQ

pink Co2+

The following experiment was probably used last year to show homogeneous catalysis in action.
Cobalt chloride is used as a catalyst to speed up the reaction between hydrogen peroxide and
Rochelle salt. The reaction produces bubbles of carbon dioxide and oxygen.

pink Co2+

t

8IBUFWJEFODFXBTUIFSFUIBUUIFDBUBMZTUXBTVODIBOHFEBUUIFFOE

Think about this reaction.

t

Enzymes are biological catalysts. They are complex protein molecules
which speed up specific chemical changes by homogeneous catalysis.

In ordinary life, many reactions in the solutions in your body cells are catalysed by natural
catalysts known as enzymes.

W

Page 10

Enzymes are also used in industry. For example, in the confectionery industry invertase catalyses
the breakdown of ordinary sugar into glucose and fructose. Invertase is one of several enzymes
found in yeast. Yeast fungi also produce enzymes that convert sugar found in grapes into wine. The
brewing industry too depends on yeast to convert sugars from grain into the alcohol and carbon
EJPYJEFOFFEFEGPSCFFST"OEUIFZPHIVSUNBLJOHJOEVTUSZSFMJFT on enzymes produced inside
certain bacteria to convert lactose in milk into lactic acid, an important step in making yoghurt.
KHS June 2014 - Cheviot Learning Community - based on Challenge Chemistry © R.I.S.E
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Activation energy is the minimum kinetic energy of collision needed for a chemical
change to potentially take place

CfE New Higher - Unit 1 - Topic 2

W

The rates of some reactions can be increased by light as the light energy can be absorbed by the
molecules to increase their energy and provide a greater number of collisions with energy greater
than the activation energy.

Concentration And Temperature

To increase the rate of a reaction more collisions require to have an energy greater than the
activation energy. In terms of distribution graphs, this means increasing the shaded area to the
right of Ea along the kinetic energy axis.

Increasing either the concentration or the temperature will do this, but in quite different ways.

This activity looks at how increasing the concentration or increasing the temperature affects an energy
distribution graph.

In the case of concentration, an increase simply increases all values across the distribution.
For example, doubling the concentration doubles the height of the graph at all positions.

t

%PFTUIFDPODFOUSBUJPODIBOHFNBLFNVDIEJČFSFODFUPUIFTJ[FPGUIF
shaded area?

8IZEPCPUIHSBQITTUJMMDPWFSUIFTBNFSBOHFPGLJOFUJDFOFSHJFT

Think about the effect of increasing the concentration.
t

In the case of temperature, an increase causes the molecules to move faster and therefore have
increased kinetic energy. In fact, the temperature of a substance is a measure of the average kinetic
energy of its particles.
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The effect on the distribution graph is to spread it out to higher values of kinetic energy. There will
still be some slow-moving molecules, so the left side of the graph still starts at zero kinetic energy.
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ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
◉
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2.7

.PMFDVMFTJOMJRVJET TPMVUJPOT BOEHBTFTBSFBMXBZTNPWJOH CVUOPUBMMBUFYBDUMZUIFTBNFTQFFE
This means that their kinetic energies also differ. In any given sample, the molecules have a range of
kinetic energies. This range is known as an energy distribution.
This lesson looks at the effect of a distribution of kinetic energies on the rate of a reaction.

Distribution Graphs
This activity looks at distribution graphs for kinetic
energies.
This graph shows how kinetic energy is distributed
among mo1ecules. Some molecules always have a
higher kinetic energy than the majority and some a
MPXFSLJOFUJDFOFSHZ.PTUDPNFJOCFUXFFO

t

t

8IJDIPGUIFTFQPJOUTSFQSFTFOUTUIFMPXFTULJOFUJDFOFSHZ

%PUIFTFNPMFDVMFTIBWFIJHI MPX PSNJEEMJOHLJOFUJDFOFSHZ

8IJDIPG" # PS$SFQSFTFOUTUIFGFXFTUNPMFDVMFT

ćJOLBCPVUUIFUISFFQPJOUT" # BOE$POUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOHSBQI

t

t

t

8IZXPVMEBMBSHFSTIBEFEBSFBSFTVMUJOBHSFBUFSSBUFPGSFBDUJPO

8IBUEPFTUIFTJ[FPGUIFTIBEFEBSFBSFQSFTFOU

8IZEPDPMMJTJPOTUPUIFMFęPG&a not result in reaction?

8IZJT&a just a point along the x-axis?
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"TJNJMBSEJTUSJCVUJPOHSBQIDBOCFESBXOGPSFOFSHJFTPGDPMMJTJPO'PSBQBJSPGNPMFDVMFTUPSFBDU 
the energy of collision must be equal to, or greater than, the activation energy.
The point along the x-axis at which the kinetic energy
equals the activation energy is labelled Ea on the
graph. Only those collisions with greater kinetic
energy (i.e. to the right of Ea on the graph) have
enough energy to react. Their total is represented by
the shaded area. The greater this number (i.e. the
greater the shaded area), the faster the reaction.

t

Think about the distribution graph with Ea marked on it.

t
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Q1. Catalytic converters are fitted to cars to

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.2

Q5. In heterogeneous catalysis the catalyst
must be

B an enzyme.

A in a different state from the reactants.

B remove pollutant gases from the
exhaust.

C in the same state as the reactants

A allow the exhaust gases to cool faster.

C accelerate the motion of the car.

D a transition metal.

Page 11

D They are simple carbohydrate molecules.

C They are biological catalysts.

B They are used in industrial processes.

A They catalyse reactions in living
organisms.

Q8. 8IJDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHJTnot true of
enzymes?

D in the same state as the products

C in the same state as the reactants.

B in a different state from the products

A in a different state from the reactants

Q7. In homogeneous catalysis the catalyst must
be

D making more of it from a biological
source.

C getting rid of impurities on the surface.

B melting it down and letting it
recrystallise.

A using it again in scrap metal.

Q6. Regenerating a catalyst means

D increase the rate of petrol burning.

Q2. "NPMFDVMFJTTBJEUPCFBETPSCFECZB
catalyst when it

A breaks free from the surface of the
catalyst as a product of the reaction.

B starts to react with another molecule on
the surface of the catalyst.

C passes underneath the surface of the
catalyst.

D becomes weakly bonded to the surface
of the catalyst.

Q3. "DBUBMZTUJTTBJEUPCFQPJTPOFEXIFO

A the reactants used are toxic gases.

B its surface is blocked by an impurity.

C it is heated to too high a temperature.

D its surface is fully occupied by reactant
molecules.

Q4. Cars with catalytic converters have to use
lead-free petrol to avoid the catalyst
A cooling down too much.
B becoming poisoned.
C heating up too much.
D corroding away.
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8SJUFXPSEFRVBUJPOTGPSUIFUXPNBJOSFBDUJPOTIBQQFOJOH
in such catalytic converters.
2

2.2

a)

1

strengthens
make

break
strong

weak
condensation

adsorption

Complete the paragraph below using words from this box.
more
weakens



Type of Catalysis



Catalyst

ii)



Total

Page 12

(10)

3

1

3

8IZDBODBUBMZUJDDPOWFSUFSTPOMZCFVTFEJODBSTXJUI
unleaded petrol?



b)

Catalytic converters are found in car exhausts and are used to convert
carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide into non-polluting gases.

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.

less



Reactant molecules collide with the catalyst and stick to the surface.
This is called ... (a) .... The reactant molecules form ... (b) ... bonds
with the catalyst and this in turn ... (c) ... the bonds within the reactant
molecules making them ... (d)SFBDUJWFUPXBSEFBDIPUIFS"TUIF
bonding changes to that of the product molecules, the weak bonds with
the catalyst ... (e) ... and the product molecules depart. The surface of
the catalyst is then available to adsorb ... (f) ... reactant molecules.


Reaction
i)

ii)

8IBUJTUIFUFSNGPSCJPMPHJDBMDBUBMZTUT  

Haber Process

i)

ii)

Q3.

a)
Ostwald Process

i)

Complete the following table with the name of the catalyst used
for each process and the type of catalysis involved.

b)
Fermentation

Q4.

b)
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Indicate clearly on your diagram the activation energy for
the reaction?

You should label the axes and the potential energies for the
reactant and product molecules.

1

3

2.6

b)

Draw a graph to show how the potential energy of two colliding
molecules changes during an endothermic reaction .

c)

1

The activation energy is an important measure for any reaction.

Give the symbol used for activation energy and the units it
is measured in.

b)

a)

8IBUFOFSHZDIBOHFJTUBLJOHQMBDFBTUIFBDUJWBUFEDPNQMFY
is forming?

Explain what your diagram shows?

Illustrate, using the above two molecules, what an activated
complex may look like.

1

1

1

During the progress of the reaction
between molecules an activated
complex can be formed.

c)

1

Page 33

(10)

In terms of energy, what happens when the products are
formed from the activated complex?

1

Draw a dotted line on your graph to show how the potential
energy might change as the reaction proceeds in the presence
of a catalyst.

a)

"TBSFBDUJPOQSPDFFETUIFSFBSFFOFSHZDIBOHFTXJUIJOUIFNPMFDVMFT

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Total

d)
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Self Check
Q1. The graph shows the potential energy as
two molecules react with each other.

Point X on the graph is when the
A reactant molecules are moving at their
fastest.
B reactant molecules are at the point of
maximum collision.
C product molecules are moving at their
fastest.
D product molecules have separated but
not yet slowed down.
Q2. 8IJDIJTUIFBDUJWBUJPOFOFSHZJOUIJT
potential energy diagram?

Q3. "OBDUJWBUFEDPNQMFYDBOCFEFTDSJCFEBT
A an unstable arrangement of atoms formed
at the maximum of the PE barrier.
B a stable arrangement of atoms formed at
the maximum of the PE barrier.
C an unstable arrangement of atoms formed
at the lowest point of the PE graph.

20 kJ mol-1

10 kJ mol-1

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.6

8IBUJTUIFBWFSBHFSBUFPGSFBDUJPOEVSJOH
the time interval 2 - 4 minutes?

Q5. 8IBUWBMVFIBTUIFBDUJWBUJPOFOFSHZJO
this example?



B

A
30 kJ mol-1
40 kJ mol-1

C
D
Q6. The effect of a catalyst on an energy
pathway is to
A increase the potential energy of the
products.
B increase the activation energy.
C decrease the potential energy of the
products.
D decrease the activation energy.

Q7. In which potential energy diagram does the
dotted pathway show the effect of a catalyst?

CfE New Higher - Unit 1 - Topic 2

Introduction

Concentration and Rate
◉

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.3

Though no longer Prescribed Practicals, the next two sheets will give you the opportunity to
become familiar with the calculation of Relative Rates and practice in writing Investigation Reports.

The purpose of this lesson topic is to investigate in more detail the way
that the concentration of a reactant affects the rate of a chemical reaction.

Considering The Investigation

The aim of this experiment is to find the effect of varying the concentration of iodide ions on
the rate of reaction between hydrogen peroxide and an acidified solution of potassium iodide.

iodide
ions

(colourless)

hydrogen
ions

water

iodine
molecules

(blue/black with starch)

+

There is no need to understand the full detail of this reaction. You only need to know that it
produces iodine which gives an intense blue/black colour when starch is present.

(colourless)

+

hydrogen
peroxide

+
(colourless)

To measure the rate of reaction you need to be able to time the reaction from its start to some
definite and obvious point later in the reaction.

In this case, this is achieved by having a little thiosulphate in the reaction mixture. The thiosulphate
uses up the iodine before the blue/black colour can form. Only when all the thiosulphate has gone
does the blue/black colour appear.

"TFSJFTPGFYQFSJNFOUTJTUPCFDBSSJFEPVUJOXIJDIPOMZUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPGUIFJPEJEFJPOTXJMM
be varied. The concentrations and volumes of the other chemicals involved will be kept constant as
will the temperature at which the experiments are performed.

)PXXJMMZPVDIBOHFUIFWBMVFPGUIJTWBSJBCMF

8IBUXJMMCFUIFJOEFQFOEFOUWBSJBCMFUIBUZPVXJMMJOWFTUJHBUF

Page 13

Since the number of moles of thiosulphate ions present will be the same in each experiment, the
appearance of the blue/black colour will always represent the same extent of reaction.

1
So if t is the time it takes for the blue/black colour to appear then / gives a measure of the
t
relative rate of reaction.

t

1
relative rate = /

1
when t is in seconds (s), the unit for relative rate is /seconds or s -1

t

Think about how the investigation might be carried out.
t

)PXXJMMZPVLOPXXIFOUPTUPQUIFUJNFSJOFBDIFYQFSJNFOU

D a stable arrangement of atoms formed at
the lowest point of the PE graph.

t

8IBUWBSJBCMFTXJMMZPVOFFEUPLFFQDPOTUBOUJOBMMZPVSFYQFSJNFOUT

Q8. "UXIJDIQPJOUJOUIJTFOFSHZQBUIXBZJT
the activated complex formed?

A make chemical bonds active.

t

Q4. "DUJWBUJPOFOFSHZJTUIFBEEJUJPOBM
potential energy needed to
B cause reactant molecules to collide.

8IBUFRVJQNFOUBOETPMVUJPOTEPZPVUIJOLZPVXJMMOFFE 
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C form an activated complex.
D produce the product molecules.
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The Experimental Work
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This investigation should take about 40 minutes to complete. If you have insufficient time to
complete it in this lesson ask your teacher’s advice as to what to do next.







1.

Collect as many 100 cm3CFBLFST PSĘBTLT BTQPTTJCMFJEFBMMZ

Hazards:



Eye protection should be worn as sulphuric acid and
hydrogen peroxide can irritate eyes.

In this activity, a table of results is produced for a series of short experiments using a different
concentration of iodide ions each time.



.FBTVSFPVUDBSFGVMMZ 1SFDJTJPOVTFESPQQFST BOEBDDVSBUFMZ
(best size of measuring cylinder or even a pipette) the required
volumes for each mixture as shown in the table below.















3.

"EEDN3 of hydrogen peroxide solution and start timer.

Take the first beaker or flask and place on a white surface.

For your raw results you need simply record the volume of potassium iodide used and the time taken
for the blue colour to appear.



Repeat the experiment for each of the mixtures.
Page 14

$BSFGVMMZTXJSMUIFCFBLFSPSĘBTLPODFUPNJYUIFSFBDUBOUTBOE
stop the timer when the blue colour first appears. Record the
reaction time, t.

6.
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Catalytic Effect

"TZPVLOPX DBUBMZTUTBSFVTFEUPJODSFBTFUIFSBUFTPGDIFNJDBMSFBDUJPOT

This activity explains the effect of a catalyst in terms of activation energy.
"DBUBMZTUQSPWJEFTBEJČFSFOU
reaction pathway,so it involves
different collisions in a series of
steps which give the same products
at the end.
The collisions in the catalysed route
require less kinetic energy for them
to be effective in producing the
change. But why should this be?
It is because the activation energy
for each collision step in the
catalysed route is much lower than
in the uncatalysed route. It is a bit
like the difference between climbing
right over the summit of a high
mountain or taking a route round the
side over a series of much lower hills.

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

This can be seen in the potential energy diagram which shows both the uncatalysed route
(solid line) and catalysed route (dotted line).

The shapes of these graphs can vary enormously depending on all the different collision steps to get
from reactants to products. However, the highest energy barrier (activation energy) on the
catalysed route will always be lower than the highest energy barrier (activation energy) on the
uncatalysed route.

t

t

8IBUEJČFSFODF JGBOZ EPFTUIFDBUBMZTFEQBUIXBZIBWFPOUIF
activation energy?

8IBUEJČFSFODF JGBOZ EPFTUIFDBUBMZTFEQBUIXBZIBWFPOUIF
potential energy of the products?

8IBUEJČFSFODF JGBOZ EPFTUIFDBUBMZTFEQBUIXBZIBWFPOUIF
potential energy of the reactants?

Think about the potential energy diagram above.

t

*OXIJDISPVUFJTMFTTFOFSHZOFFEFECZUIFSFBDUBOUNPMFDVMFTJOPSEFS
to form an activated complex?

Page 31

t
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t

t

t

t

t

*OXIBUTFOTFJTUIFSFBOFOFSHZCBSSJFSXIJDIIBTUPCFPWFSDPNFCZ
the reacting molecules?

"UUIFĕOJTI XIBUEPFTUIFWBMVFPGUIFQPUFOUJBMFOFSHZSFQSFTFOU

8IBUJTUIFQPUFOUJBMFOFSHZDIBOHJOHJOUPBTUIFFOFSHZQBUIXBZESPQT
downwards after the point of full collision?

)PXXPVMEZPVEFTDSJCFUIFCPOEJOHJOUIFNPMFDVMFTXIFOUIFUPQPG
the energy pathway has been reached?

8IZEPFTUIFQPUFOUJBMFOFSHZJODSFBTFBTUIFUXPNPMFDVMFTDPMMJEF

"UUIFTUBSU XIBUEPFTUIFWBMVFPGUIFQPUFOUJBMFOFSHZSFQSFTFOU

Think about the potential energy graph for two molecules reacting.

t
8IBUFOFSHZJTVTFEVQUPQSPWJEFUIJTBEEJUJPOBMQPUFOUJBMFOFSHZ 
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t

Potential Energy Diagrams
This activity looks further at potential energy diagrams for chemical changes.
"TZPVIBWFOPXMFBSOFE UIFFOFSHZCBSSJFSJOUIF
potential energy diagram is known as the activation
energy. It is usually represented by the symbol Ea.
The momentary arrangement of atoms at the
maximum point of the energy pathway is known as
the ‘activated complex’. The potential energy
diagram opposite summarises these points.
An Activated complex is the unstable arrangement of atoms formed at the
maximum of the potential energy barrier.

PE (reactants)

W

PE (activated complex) —

W
=

Activation energy is the additional potential energy which has to be achieved
by colliding molecules to form an activated complex.

Ea

Values for activation energy are usually in kilojoules per mole ( kJ mol-1)
Potential Energy Graphs similar to those below are available in your Notes.

.BSL&a on each example and
calculate its value.
In reality, it is impossible to measure
directly actual values for PE as shown
in these Graphs. Instead we rely on measurements of energy changes to deduce likely values.
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The purpose of this activity is to examine the results by constructing a graph of the relative
rate plotted against the relative concentration of iodide ions.

4JODFUIFUPUBMWPMVNFPGUIFSFBDUJPONJYUVSFJTDPOTUBOUBUDN3, the concentration of iodide
ions in each experiment is directly proportional to the volume of potassium iodide solution used.

'PSFYBNQMF DN3 of 0.1 moll-1QPUBTTJVNJPEJEFTPMVUJPOJODN3 of the mixture gives a
concentration which is one tenth of the original, i.e. 0.01 moll-1. 10 cm3 would be double this at
0.02 mol l-1 and so on.

2.

1.

Plot the points for the experiment and draw a ‘line of best fit’.

Remember to include the appropriate units for each axis.

On the graph provided in your notes, label the axes and decide
on a suitable scale for each axis.

Calculate the relative rate for each experiment.

8FIBWFBDIPJDF&JUIFSDBMDVMBUFUSVFDPODFOUSBUJPOTGPSUIFJPEJEFTPMVUJPOPSTJNQMZVTFUIF
WPMVNFT   FUD BTrelative concentrations. Quite often we will opt for the latter (easier)
option and use the volumes directly.

3.

t

8PVMEZPVEFTDSJCFUIFDIBOHFJOSBUFBTTUFBEZ PSJODSFBTJOHMZSBQJE
or in some other way?

)PXXPVMEZPVEFTDSJCFUIFTIBQFPGZPVSHSBQI

t

t

t


8BTUIFSFBOZTDPQFGPSJODSFBTJOHUIFAccuracy of any of your
measurements? (Better equipment available?)

$PVMEZPVIBWFXPSLFEXJUINPSFPrecision? In what ways could you
have been more precise?

)PXDPVMEZPVIBWFNBEFZPVSSFTVMUTNPSFReliable?

)PXFČFDUJWFXBTUIFQSPDFEVSFBEPQUFEUPNFBTVSFUIFSFBDUJPOUJNF
8IBU JOQBSUJDVMBS IFMQFENBLFUIFQSPDFEVSFFČFDUJWF

Page 15

4.

t

8IBUDPODMVTJPODPVMEZPVNBLFJOSFTQPOTFUPUIFPSJHJOBMBJNPG
this investigation?

Think about the graph you have drawn.

t

It is important, at the end of an Investigation, to reflect and evaluate your procedures.

t

0WFSBMM IPXDPOĕEFOUBSFZPVUIBUZPVIBWFBDIJFWFEUIFBJNPGUIF
*OWFTUJHBUJPO 8IBUFWJEFODFEPZPVIBWFGPSUIJT

Think about the investigation you have just completed.

t
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Self Check
Q1. To examine the effect of concentration
on the rate of reaction, it is necessary to
A vary the concentrations of all the
reactants and keep the temperature
constant.
B keep the temperature constant and vary
the concentration of just one reactant.
C vary the concentration of one reactant
and change the temperature each time.

C

B

A

1-t

1/t

1 - t2

1 / t2

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.3
Q5. If t is the time taken, which expression is
used to calculate the relative rate?

D

B

A

s2

s-1

s-2

Q6. 8IBUJTUIFVOJUVTFEGPSSFMBUJWFSBUF

C

s

D keep the concentrations of all the
reactants constant and vary the
temperature.
Q2. Starch solution is added to the reaction
mixture in order to detect when
D

Q8. "TUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPGJPEJEFJPOTJT
increased, the rate of reaction will
A increase more and more rapidly.
B remain constant.
C decrease gradually.
D increase steadily.

Page 16

Q7. 8IJDIHSBQITIPXTIPXSBUFPGSFBDUJPO 
varies with concentration?

A iodine just begins to be used up.
B the reaction ends.
C iodine is no longer used up.
D the reaction starts.
Q3. The reaction is timed from
A when the blue/black colour disappears
until the reaction ends.
B the start until the blue/black colour
disappears.
C when a blue/black colour appears until
the reaction ends..
D the start until a blue/black colour
appears.
Q4. 8IJDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHWBSJBCMFTJT
unimportant?
A Size of beaker/flask used for the reaction
B Concentration of iodide ions
C Volume of hydrogen peroxide
D Temperature of the Reactants
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Introduction

Activation Energy
◉

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.6

"TZPVLOPX TPNFDIFNJDBMSFBDUJPOTTJNQMZTUBSUXIFOZPVNJYUIFSFBDUBOUT#VUPUIFSSFBDUJPOT
can require an input of energy before they will begin. For example, magnesium burns vigorously in
oxygen but it takes the heat of a bunsen flame to get it started.

This has led scientists to the idea that there is an energy barrier that has to be overcome for a
reaction to start. For some reactions the energy available at room temperature is already sufficient,
but for others much more may be needed. The energy barrier has become known as the ‘activation’
energy because it is the energy needed to ‘activate’ the reaction.

This lesson topic explores the idea of activation energy and how it affects chemical reactions.

Energy During Collision

This activity looks at how the chemical energy of a reaction mixture changes as the reactant
molecules collide and change to form the product molecules.

+

B—B

2 A—B

Imagine a very simple reaction between two diatomic molecules.

A—A

In order to react, the two reactant molecules must first collide. During the collision, the original
CPOETCFHJOUPCSFBLBOEOFXCPOETCFHJOUPGPSN"UUIJTQPJOUUIFSFBDUBOUCPOETBSFIBMG
broken and the product bonds are half made. This highly unstable arrangement of atoms exists only
for the slightest fraction of a second before separating as the product molecules.

Page 29

#VUXIBUBCPVUFOFSHZEVSJOHUIFDPMMJTJPO "UUIFTUBSUPGUIFSFBDUJPOUIFQPUFOUJBMFOFSHZJTUIF
DIFNJDBMFOFSHZTUPSFEVQXJUIJOUIFSFBDUBOUNPMFDVMFT"TUIFSFBDUBOUNPMFDVMFTCFHJOUPDPMMJEF 
TUSPOHGPSDFTPGSFQVMTJPOCVJMEVQBTUIFJSPVUFSFMFDUSPOTSFQFMFBDIPUIFS"TUIFNPMFDVMFTDSVODI
into each other and stop, their kinetic energy is entirely changed to potential energy.

This means that, as the reaction between the two
colliding molecules progresses, their potential energy
increases until the point of full collision. Then, as new
bonds form and the product molecules spring apart,
potential energy is changed back to kinetic energy
until the potential energy has dropped to the value of
the chemical energy of the product molecules.

The graph shows the energy pathway for two
colliding reactant molecules changing to
product molecules.
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a)
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labels for each axis, and
1

1

2.5

i)
the shape of the graph.

water

ii)

copper +
citrate

carbon +
dioxide

1

copper
carbonate

1

1

2

"EEBEPUUFEMJOFUPTIPXIPXUIFHBTWPMVNFXPVMEDIBOHFJG
UIFBDJEDPODFOUSBUJPOXFSFJODSFBTFEUP. JFNPMl-1).

+

Describe two possible ways of measuring the reaction progress.

citric
acid

Citric acid can be neutralised by reacting it with excess
copper carbonate.

b)


Sketch a graph (no graph paper needed) of how the results
might appear, showing

In an experiment, 1 g of magnesium metal was reacted with an excess
PG.IZESPDIMPSJDBDJE JFNPMl-1). The volume of hydrogen gas
released was measured in cm3 every ten seconds until the reaction
stopped after two minutes.

Home Practice
Q1.



Q2.

Q3.


In an experiment, 8g of chalk
was reacted with an excess
PG.IZESPDIMPSJDBDJE
(i.e. 2 moll-1) in a flask.
The mass of the flask and its
contents was measured every
ten seconds for 200 seconds.

did the reaction stop?

The results were then plotted
on a graph, as shown.

was the reaction fastest?

"UXIBUUJNF

2

i)

a)

Calculate the average rate of reaction between 60s and 110 s.

ii)
b)

1
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(10)

Sketch a graph (no graph paper needed) showing how the rate
of this reaction changes with time.
Total

c)
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8IZDBOUIJTNFUIPECFVTFEBTBNFBTVSFPGUIFSBUF 

How is the relative rate calculated?

How can the stop-point for timing this reaction be determined?

8IJDIJOEJDBUPSDPVMECFVTFEJOUIJTSFBDUJPO  



1

1

1

1

2.3

Study Guide - Reaction Rates





1



How might the concentration of potassium iodide solution be
varied in each experiment?

1



a)

i)

a)

8IBUIBQQFOTUPUIFSBUFPGUIFSFBDUJPOBTUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPG
iodide is increased?


b)

ii)

b)

the shape of the graph.

1

1

Page 17

(10)


2

labels for each axis, and



i)

*GUIFSFMBUJWFSBUFPGSFBDUJPOXBTNJO-1 for a concentration
PG.QPUBTTJVNJPEJEFTPMVUJPOXIBUSFMBUJWFSBUFXPVMEZPV
FYQFDUGPSBDPODFOUSBUJPOPG.QPUBTTJVNJPEJEF  


Total

ii)



Sketch a graph (no graph paper needed) of how the results
might appear, showing

d)



c)

The student carries out five experiments.

c)

The concentration of iodide ions is to be varied while the addition of a
little thiosulphate solution initially prevents the formation of iodine.

The reaction to be used is that
between hydrogen peroxide
and potassium iodide.

"TUVEFOUJTJOWFTUJHBUJOHIPXWBSZJOHUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPGBSFBDUBOU
affects the rate of a reaction.

Home Practice

CfE New Higher - Unit 1 - Topic 2



Q1.

Q2.
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Introduction

Temperature and Rate
◉

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.4

Though no longer Prescribed Practicals, this sheet and the previous one provide the opportunity to
become familiar with the calculation of Relative Rates and practice in writing Investigation Reports.
The purpose of this lesson topic is to investigate in more detail the way
that the temperature of reactants affects the rate of a chemical reaction.

Considering The Investigation
The aim of this experiment is to find the effect of varying the temperature on the rate of reaction
between oxalic acid and an acidified solution of potassium permanganate.

(intense purple)

permanganate ions

+ 6 H+(aq) .O04-(aq)

2 (aq)

.O2+(aq) +
(all colourless)

10 CO2 (aq) +

8 H2O2 (l)

You do not need to understand the reactions involved in detail but the equation is given here
for information.
 $00)
oxalic acid
(colourless)

Page 18

Initially the reaction mixture is deep purple in colour due to the presence of the permanganate ions
but it turns colourless as soon as they are used up. This colour change provides a convenient
stop-point for timing the reaction.

In this investigation only the temperature of the reaction mixture is to be varied. The
concentrations and volumes of the reactants will be kept constant.
Since the number of moles of permanganate ions present will be the same in each experiment,
the disappearance of the purple colour will always represent the same extent of reaction.
1
So if t is the time it takes for the purple colour to disappear then / gives a measure of the
t
relative rate of reaction.
1
relative rate = /

t

1
when t is in seconds (s), the unit for relative rate is /seconds or s -1

The idea is to carry out a series of four experiments and to time each experiment for a different
temperature of the reaction mixture.
KHS June 2014 - Cheviot Learning Community - based on Challenge Chemistry © R.I.S.E
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Self Check
Q1. During a chemical reaction the
concentration of a
A reactant is unchanged.
B product decreases.
C reactant decreases.
D catalyst increases.

Q2. 8IFODIBMLSFBDUTXJUIIZESPDIMPSJDBDJE
carbon dioxide is given off and the final
solution is colourless.


20 cm3 min-1

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.5

8IBUJTUIFBWFSBHFSBUFPGSFBDUJPOEVSJOH
the time interval 2 - 4 minutes?

Q5. The graph shows the volume of oxygen
produced during a hydrogen peroxide
reaction.



A

10 cm3 min-1

B DN3 min-1

C

DN3 min-1

8IJDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHXPVMEnot be
suitable for following the progress of this
reaction?
A Volume of gas produced

D

Q7. In which graph could the dotted line
represent a catalysed version of the same
reaction (all other variables being the same)?

Questions 7 and 8 refer to these graphs of
reaction progress.

Q6. 8IJDIHSBQITIPXTUIFSBUFPGSFBDUJPO
for magnesium in sulphuric acid?

B Colour of the solution
C.BTTPGCFBLFSBOEDPOUFOUT
D Concentration of the acid

Q3. The graph shown was plotted from the
reaction between zinc and sulphuric.

The graph shows that the

A volume of hydrogen decreases with time.

B reaction rate increases with time.

C hydrogen is produced at a steady rate.

D reaction rate is fastest at the start.

Q4. The rate of a reaction could be represented
by the

A change in mass of a reaction mixture.
B volume of gas produced.

C change in concentration of a reactant
per unit time.
D time taken for reaction to go to
completion

Page 27

Q8. In which graph could the dotted line
represent the same reaction done at lower
temperature (all other variables being the
same)?
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Example 2.

Effect of concentration on marble
reacting with acid (recording the
mass of flask and its contents
against time).

t

t

t

t

8IZEPFTUIFhigher concentration give the lower graph?

8IZEPUIFUXPHSBQITOPUĕOJTIBU[FSP

"UXIBUNBTTEPCPUIHSBQITĕOBMMZTUPQ

8IZBSFCPUIHSBQITTUFFQFTUBUUIFTUBSU

8IZEPUIFHSBQITTUBSUIJHIBOEDPNFEPXOXBSETUIJTUJNF

t

8JMMUIFADBUBMZTFEHSBQISFBDIJUTĕOBMWPMVNFCFGPSF BęFS PSFYBDUMZ
at the same time as the ‘uncatalysed’ graph?

8JMMUIFADBUBMZTFEHSBQISJTFGBTUFSPSTMPXFSBUUIFTUBSU

Page 26

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

t

Think about the two progress graphs.

8JUIPUIFSWBSJBCMFTUIFTBNF 
the reaction is repeated with
more concentrated acid.

Example 3.

Effect of a catalyst on zinc
reacting in sulphuric acid
(recording the volume of
hydrogen collected against time).
You are only provided with the
uncatalysed graph. You need
to add the catalysed version.

t

Think about the effect that catalysing the reaction with a tiny amount of
copper will have on the progress graph (all other variables being the same).

t

8JMMUIFĕOBMWPMVNFPGHBTGPSUIFADBUBMZTFEHSBQICFNPSF MFTT PS
exactly the same as in the ‘uncatalysed’ graph?
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t

t

t

t

t

8IBUNFBTVSFNFOUTXJMMJUCFJNQPSUBOUUPSFDPSE 

)PXXJMMZPVWBSZUIFUFNQFSBUVSFPGUIFSFBDUBOUT

8IZXJMMBOBDJECFPOFPGUIFTPMVUJPOTOFFEFE  )JOUFRVBUJPO

8IBUFRVJQNFOUBOETPMVUJPOTEPZPVUIJOLZPVXJMMOFFE

8IBUWBSJBCMFTXJMMZPVOFFEUPLFFQDPOTUBOUJOBMMZPVSFYQFSJNFOUT

)PXXJMMZPVLOPXXIFOUPTUPQUIFUJNFSFBDIUJNF

8IBUXJMMCFUIFJOEFQFOEFOUWBSJBCMFUIBUZPVXJMMDIBOHFFBDIUJNF

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

t

Think about how the investigation might be carried out.

t

The Experimental Work

This investigation should take about 40 minutes to complete. If you have insufficient time to
complete it in this lesson ask your teacher’s advice as to what to do next.







Hazards:

potassium permanganate

(1 mol l-1 )

(0.02 mol l-1 )

Collect a 100 cm3 beaker.

2 cm3

water

1.

40 cm3

sulphuric acid



Eye protection should be worn as sulphuric acid and
potassium permanganate can irritate eyes. Potassium
permanganate will also stain skin so avoid contact or
wash immediately.

In this activity, a table of results is produced for a series of, short experiments using a different
temperature for each experiment.



DN3

.FBTVSFPVUDBSFGVMMZ 1SFDJTJPOVTFESPQQFST BOEBDDVSBUFMZ
(best size of measuring cylinder or even a pipette) the following
mixture into the beaker.

BOE

Heat the beaker to about 40 °C. Once the temperature has
stopped changing, record the initial temperature.


3.

"EEDN3 of oxalic acid (0.02 mol l-1 ) to the beaker and start
timer.

















(The acid is added to provide H+(aq) ions for the reaction)



.FBTVSFBOESFDPSEUIFĕOBMUFNQFSBUVSFPGUIFNJYUVSF





3FQFBUBUBCPVU¡$ ¡$BOE¡$
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$BSFGVMMZTUJSUIFCFBLFSPODFUPNJYUIFSFBDUBOUTBOETUPQUIF
timer when the purple colour disappears. Record the reaction
time, t.
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Processing the Raw Results

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

The purpose of this activity is to examine the results by constructing a graph of the relative
rate plotted against the temperature of each solution.







Study Guide - Reaction Rates

Using graph paper provided in your Notes, plot a line graph of the average rate in cm3 s-1
(vertical axis) against the time elapsed in seconds (horizontal axis).

CfE New Higher - Unit 1 - Topic 2

4.

plot average rate at 30 s

plot average rate at 10 s

and so on

Use the mid-point of each time interval as the position along the time axis for each plot. In
other words,

0 - 20 s

"UXIJDITUBHFJTUIFSBUFPGSFBDUJPOIJHIFTU

20 - 40 s

Calculate the average reaction temperature for each experiment.

t

*TUIFSBUFPGSFBDUJPODPOTUBOUBUBOZTUBHFEVSJOHUIFSFBDUJPO

for time interval

1.
Calculate the relative rate for each experiment.

t

%PFTUIFSFBDUJPOSBUFEFDSFBTFJOBTUFBEZ MJOFBS XBZ 0SSBQJEMZ
then gradually? Or gradually then rapidly?

for time interval

2.
On the graph provided in your notes, label the axes and decide
on a suitable scale for each axis.

t

t

t

3PVHIMZXIBUFČFDUEPFTBUFOEFHSFFJODSFBTFJOUFNQFSBUVSFIBWFPO
the rate of reaction?

8PVMEZPVEFTDSJCFUIFDIBOHFJOSBUFBTTUFBEZ PSJODSFBTJOHMZSBQJE
or in some other way?

)PXXPVMEZPVEFTDSJCFUIFTIBQFPGZPVSHSBQI

t

t

t


$PVMEZPVIBWFXPSLFEXJUINPSFPrecision? In what ways could you
have been more precise?

)PXDPVMEZPVIBWFNBEFZPVSSFTVMUTNPSFReliable?

4VHHFTUBSFBTPOXIZUIJTFYQFSJNFOUJTOPUEPOFBUMPXFSUFNQFSBUVSFT 
such as room temperature (20 °C).

)PXFČFDUJWFXBTUIFQSPDFEVSFBEPQUFEUPNFBTVSFUIFSFBDUJPOUJNF
8IBU JOQBSUJDVMBS IFMQFENBLFUIFQSPDFEVSFFČFDUJWF

t

t

t

8IZJTUIFĕOJTIUJNFGPSUIFMPXFSUFNQFSBUVSFTPNVDIMBUFS

)PXMPOHEPFTJUUBLFGPSUIFIJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFSFBDUJPOUPĕOJTI

8IZJTPOFWPMVNFNVDIHSFBUFSUIBOUIFPUIFS

8IBUJTUIFWPMVNFPGHBTJOFBDISFBDUJPOBęFSUIFĕSTUNJOVUF
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The three following graphs are reproduced in your Notes.

t

8IZJTUIFĕOBMHBTWPMVNFJOCPUIHSBQITFYBDUMZUIFTBNF
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t

Think about the graphs in the diagram.

Keeping all other variables the
same, the reaction is repeated
at higher temperature.

Effect of temperature on zinc
reacting in hydrochloric acid
(recording the volume of
hydrogen collected against time).

Example 1.

The purpose of this activity is to compare progress graphs for the same reaction taking place under
different conditions.

Comparing Reaction Progress

Think about your graph of average rate against time.

3.
Remember to include the appropriate units for each axis.

4.
1MPUUIFQPJOUTGPSUIFFYQFSJNFOUBOEESBXBAline of best fit’.

8IBUJTUIFWBMVFPGUIFSFBDUJPOSBUFXIFOUIFSFBDUJPOIBTTUPQQFE



t

Since the temperature of the reactants may fall over the course of the reaction we will use the
average of the initial and final temperatures as our reaction temperature.



t

8IBUDPODMVTJPODPVMEZPVNBLFJOSFTQPOTFUPUIFPSJHJOBMBJNPG
this investigation?

Think about the graph you have drawn.

t

It is important, at the end of an Investigation, to reflect and evaluate your procedures.

t

8BTUIFSFBOZTDPQFGPSJODSFBTJOHUIFAccuracy of any of your
measurements? (Better equipment available?)

Think about the investigation you have just completed.

t

0WFSBMM IPXDPOĕEFOUBSFZPVUIBUZPVIBWFBDIJFWFEUIFBJNPGUIF
*OWFTUJHBUJPO 8IBUFWJEFODFEPZPVIBWFGPSUIJT
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t
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t
8IJDIUISFFTVCTUBODFTBSFUIFQSPEVDUTJOUIFSFBDUJPO

8IJDIUXPTVCTUBODFTBSFUIFSFBDUBOUTJOUIFFYQFSJNFOU

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

t
8IJDIQSPEVDUBMMPXTUIFQSPHSFTTPGUIJTSFBDUJPOUPCFGPMMPXFE

Think about the experiment and your graph.

t
8IBUIBQQFOTUPUIFTUFFQOFTTBTUIFSFBDUJPOHFUTTMPXFS

)PXXPVMEZPVEFTDSJCFUIFSBUFPGSFBDUJPOXIFOUIFHSBQIJTTUFFQFTU

t
8IBUXJMMIBQQFOJOUIFHSBQIXIFOUIFSFBDUJPOĕOBMMZTUPQT 

t
t

Calculating The Rate
You have seen that the progress graph is steepest when the rate of reaction is fastest. So a fast rate
gives a large change in a short time, whereas a slow rate gives only a small change in the same time.
Thus rate is concerned with the amount of change in a given time.

Rate of Reaction is the change in quantity of a reactant or product per unit time.

This activity examines how the rate of reaction can be calculated from a progress graph.

W

change in time

change in quantity

Strictly speaking, since the rate of a reaction is changing all the time you can only calculate the
average rate during any time interval.
average rate =

The unit used for rate will depend on which type of quantity is involved (mass, volume, or
concentration) and whether the time is in hours, minutes or seconds. For example, for a change in
mass per minute the unit could be grams per minute (g/min). The unit g/min can also be written
as g min-1 where the negative index denotes ‘per’. For a change in gas volume per second the unit
could be stated as cm3 s-1 (cubic centimetres per second).

1.

Calculate the change in volume
for each 20s time interval.

Reproduce this graph on the
paper provided in your Notes.

The progress graph shown was
plotted from measurements taken
during the reaction of magnesium
with sulphuric acid which
produces magnesium sulphate
and hydrogen gas.

2.

Calculate the average rate for each 20s time interval and complete the table in your Notes.
Page 24

3.
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Self Check

Q1. To examine the effect of temperature
on the rate of reaction, it is necessary to

A vary the concentrations of all the
reactants and keep the temperature
constant.

B keep the temperature constant and vary
the concentration of just one reactant.

C vary the concentration of one reactant
and change the temperature each time.

D keep the concentrations of all the
reactants constant and vary the
temperature.

Q2. The mixture becomes colourless because
A the acid is neutralised.
B carbon dioxide is formed.
C the temperature rises.
D the permanganate ions all react.
Q3. The reaction is timed from

A the start until the colour just appears

B when the colour appears until the
reaction ends.

C the start until the colour disappears.

D when the colour disappears until the
reaction ends.
Q4. 8IJDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHWBSJBCMFTJT
unimportant?
A Temperature of the Reactants

B Size of beaker used for the reaction
C Volume of oxalic acid
D Concentration of potassium
permanganate

C

B

A

T-t

T/t

1/T

1/t

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.4

Q5. If t is the time taken, and the temperature
of the mixture is T, which expression is
used to calculate the relative rate?

D

Q6. *GUIFUJNFUBLFOJTTBU¡$ XIBUJT
the relative rate for the reaction?

A s-1

C

0.02 s-1

0.04 s-1

B s-1

D



Q7. 8IJDIHSBQITIPXTIPXSBUFPGSFBDUJPO 
varies with temperature?

Q8. The reaction of permanganate ions with
oxalic acid is quite slow at 40 °C.
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"UXIBUUFNQFSBUVSFXPVMEUIFSBUFCF
roughly twice as fast?

A 20 °C

B¡$

C 80° C

D 400 °C
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affects the rate of reaction.

Home Practice
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8 H2O2 (l)





1

1

1

1

2.4

Study Guide - Reaction Rates





10 CO2 (aq) +

The reaction to be used is that between oxalic acid and potassium
permanganate.
.O2+(aq) +

How can the stop-point for timing this reaction be determined?

+ 6 H+(aq) .O04-(aq)

a)
*OUIFFYQFSJNFOU TVMQIVSJDBDJEJTBMTPBEEFE8IZ  

2 (aq)

b)





c)

The student carries out four experiments.

If the reaction times are measured in seconds what will be
the units for the relative reaction rates?

 $00)
Q1.

Q2.
8IBUWBSJBCMFNVTUCFDIBOHFEFBDIUJNF 



a)


b)

3

1

8IBUBSFUISFFWBSJBCMFTUIBUNVTUCFLFQUDPOTUBOUJO
this investigation?

1

c)

the shape of the graph.

labels for each axis, and
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(10)

1

i)

Total

ii)

Sketch a graph (no graph paper needed) of how the results
might appear, showing

d)

"QQSPYJNBUFMZXIBUFČFDUEPFTB¡$SJTFJOUFNQFSBUVSF
have on the rate of reaction?
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Introduction

Reaction Progress
◉

Study Guide - Reaction Rates

2.5

ćJTXBTDPWFSFEJO/$IFNJTUSZ TPTIPVMECFUSFBUFEBTBRVJDLSFWJTJPOFYFSDJTFBOENBZCF
missed out completely if time is short, though it is more skills than knowledge.

Relative Rates are very useful but can only provide an average over a certain part of the reaction.
However, as any chemical reaction progresses from its start to its finish the rate is changing all the
time. So how can the speed of reaction be followed as a reaction progresses?

This lesson topic deals with some ways of following the progress of a chemical reaction.

Progress Of A Reaction

During any reaction the quantity of the reactants decreases and the quantity of the products
increases. If the decrease or increase in any substance in the reaction can be measured then the
progress can be followed. The measurement could be a mass, a volume, or a concentration.

The aim of the following experiment is to follow the progress of a reaction by recording the
volume of gas produced at regular time intervals.







2.


1.

On the graph provided in your notes, plot a graph of gas volume
against time, and draw a ‘line of best fit’.

Start the experiment and record the volume of the gas at regular
UJNFJOUFSWBMT #FQSFQBSFEUPCFĘFYJCMFFWFSZT T NJO
or even 2 mins depending on how fast the reaction is).

Collect a timer (stopclock) and the apparatus needed for the
experiment shown. (How is the measuring cylinder to be held in
place?)

In the reaction to be used, pieces of marble (calcium carbonate) react with hydrochloric acid
(hydrogen chloride) to produce calcium chloride, water, and carbon dioxide gas.



3.

Remember to include the appropriate units for each axis.
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4.
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